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Abstract
We present the public python package munuSSM that can be used for phenomenolog-
ical studies in the context of the µ-from-ν Supersymmetric Standard Model (µνSSM).
The code incorporates the radiative corrections to the neutral scalar potential at the
full one-loop level. Sizable higher-order corrections, required for an accurate predic-
tion of the SM-like Higgs-boson mass, can be consistently included via an automated
link to the public code FeynHiggs. In addition, a calculation of effective couplings and
branching ratios of the neutral and charged Higgs bosons is implemented. This provides
the required ingredients to check a benchmark point against collider constraints from
searches for additional Higgs bosons via an interface to the public code HiggsBounds.
At the same time, the signal rates of the SM-like Higgs boson can be tested applying
the experimental results implemented in the public code HiggsSignals. The python
package is constructed in a flexible and modular way, such that it provides a simple
framework that can be extended by the user with further calculations of observables
and constraints on the model parameters.
The source code of munuSSM and instructions for the installation are available at:
https://gitlab.com/thomas.biekoetter/munussm
∗thomas.biekoetter@desy.de
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1 Introduction
Supersymmetry (Susy) is one of the prime candidates for physics Beyond the Standard
Model (BSM). A particularly well motivated Susy model is the so-called µ-from-ν Super-
symmetric Standard Model (µνSSM) [1, 2]. Beyond the usual benefits of low-scale Susy,
i.e., providing a solution to the hierarchy problem and allowing for the unification of the
three Standard Model (SM) gauge couplings, the µνSSM incorporates an electroweak seesaw
mechanism. Without introducing any scales beyond the Susy-breaking scale MS, the tiny
neutrino masses and their mixing pattern can be accommodated assuming neutrino Yukawa
couplings Y ν of the order of the electron Yukawa coupling. Furthermore, the superpoten-
tial is scale invariant and the µ-term of the superpotential of the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM) is generated dynamically during Electroweak Symmetry Breaking
(EWSB). Apart from the Higgs doublets, also the scalar partners of the neutrinos (called
sneutrinos) obtain a Vacuum Expectation Value (vev) during EWSB. The tree-level mass of
the SM-like Higgs boson receives additional contributions stemming from portal couplings
between the Higgs doublet fields and the right-handed sneutrinos. Thus, compared to the
MSSM, a value of ∼ 125 GeV can be achieved with fewer radiative corrections.
The µνSSM is especially interesting in view of EWSB. In this model the stability of the
proton is assured by forbidding operators breaking baryon number [2]. However, it does
not assume R-parity conservation and the breaking of lepton number is induced via terms
proportional to Y ν by construction. Thus, the left- and right-handed sneutrinos mix with
the neutral scalar components of the Higgs doublet superfields. Apart from that, the scalar
partners of the leptons (called sleptons) mix with the charged scalar components of the Higgs
doublet superfields. Neglecting CP violation, as we will do throughout this paper, the Higgs
sector of the µνSSM consists of a total of 8 CP-even, 7 CP-odd, and 2× 7 charged scalars.
In addition, there are the usual pseudoscalar and charged Goldstone bosons G0 and G±.
During EWSB all of the 8 neutral scalar fields obtain a vev. While the mixing of the doublet
Higgs bosons and the gauge-singlet right-handed sneutrinos can in principle be arbitrarily
large, the mixing between the left-handed sneutrinos and the Higgs doublets is suppressed
by the small values of Y ν . This decoupling is also reflected in a large hierarchy between the
vevs. The vevs of the Higgs doublets vu and vd and the vevs of the right-handed sneutrinos
viR (i = 1, 2, 3) are related to the breaking scale of the EW symmetry and Susy. The vevs
of the left-handed sneutrinos viL, on the other hand, are related to the breaking of lepton
number, and therefore suppressed by a factor of Y ν compared to vd, vu and viR.
These unique features motivated the precise analysis of the Higgs sector of the model,
including the radiative corrections at full one-loop level. At first, we studied a simplified ver-
sion of the µνSSM with a single right-handed neutrino superfield [3]. Later on, we extended
the calculation to the complete model with three right-handed neutrino superfields [4]. In
the latter, three non-zero left-handed neutrino masses can already be accommodated at tree
level. It was found that for the SM-like Higgs-boson mass the mixing effects between dou-
blet fields and right-handed sneutrinos are important at loop level and have to be taken
into account, while the tiny mixing with the left-handed sneutrinos does not play a role.
However, the left-handed sneutrinos themselves are subject to potentially large corrections
proportional to Y νAtYt/viL, in which the suppression of the factors Y
ν is compensated by
the left-handed vevs in the denominator and a factor of the soft scalar top (called stop)
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mixing parameter At times the top Yukawa coupling Yt.
It is known from the MSSM that corrections to the Higgs-boson mass beyond one-loop
level are sizable and have to be taken into account [5–7]. These higher-order contributions
should be included in an approximate form also in the µνSSM in order to obtain an accurate
prediction. Combining the higher-order effects with the full one-loop result, it was shown
that the µνSSM can easily accommodate a Higgs boson at ∼ 125 GeV that reproduces
the measured signal rates within the current experimental uncertainties [4]. Apart from
that, interesting new Higgs physics can be realized at relatively low masses, since the right-
and the left-handed sneutrinos could have escaped discovery so far even for masses below
125 GeV [4]. Note that the right-handed sneutrinos are gauge singlets, such that they
naturally have reduced couplings to the SM particles. In fact, they only couple to the SM
via the mixing with the doublet fields, for instance the SM-like Higgs boson. Such a scenario
is particularly interesting, as it can be probed not only by directly searching for additional
Higgs bosons, but also indirectly by measuring possible deviations from the SM predictions of
the couplings of the Higgs boson at 125 GeV [4, 8]. A possible detection of light left-handed
sneutrinos requires dedicated searches when they are the lightest Susy particle, since their
decay must proceed via R-parity violating couplings [9–11].
In this paper we present a tool for the phenomenological study of the µνSSM. First and
foremost, it makes the one-loop corrections to the Higgs potential publicly available in terms
of the momentum-dependent renormalized scalar self energies. These are used in combination
with leading higher-order corrections from the public code FeynHiggs [7, 12–18] to accurately
predict the particle masses of the neutral scalars, in particular the SM-like Higgs-boson
mass. In addition, the radiative corrections to the mixing matrix elements are used to
obtain effective couplings of the scalars to the SM particles. Furthermore, the calculation
of the branching ratios of the neutral and charged scalars is implemented. For decays into
SM particles, the branching ratios are obtained by rescaling the SM predictions [19, 20] by
the effective couplings. For decays to BSM final states, the branching ratios are calculated
from scratch at leading order, however including radiative corrections by rotating the tree-
level couplings into the loop-corrected mass eigenstate basis. The effective couplings and
branching ratios can be directly interfaced to the public codes HiggsBounds [21–26] and
HiggsSignals [27–30] to test a benchmark point against collider constraints. The interface
to HiggsBounds also provides the LHC cross sections normalized to the SM prediction, which
are extracted from the effective couplings.
The paper is organized as follows. We start by briefly introducing the model in Sect. 2.
The overall structure of the code munuSSM and its subpackages are described in Sect. 3,
paying special attention to the links to other public codes in Sect. 3.1. Afterwards, we
explain the installation process and the basic user instructions in Sect. 3.2 and Sect. 3.3. A
simple example script is given in Sect. 3.3.1. We conclude in Sect. 4.
2 The µ-from-ν Supersymmetric Standard Model
In this section we provide the basic definitions and conventions under which the model
predictions were implemented. A more detailed motivation and a review of the µνSSM can
be found in Ref. [31]. The calculation of the radiative corrections to the Higgs potential are
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described in detail in Refs. [3, 4].
The superpotential of the µνSSM is written as
W = ab
(
Y eij Hˆ
a
d Lˆ
b
i eˆ
c
j + Y
d
ij Hˆ
a
d Qˆ
b
i dˆ
c
j + Y
u
ij Hˆ
b
u Qˆ
a
i uˆ
c
j
)
+ ab
(
Y νij Hˆ
b
u Lˆ
a
i νˆ
c
j − λi νˆci HˆbuHˆad
)
+
1
3
κijkνˆ
c
i νˆ
c
j νˆ
c
k , (1)
where HˆTd = (Hˆ
0
d , Hˆ
−
d ) and Hˆ
T
u = (Hˆ
+
u , Hˆ
0
u) are the Higgs doublet superfields, Qˆ
T
i = (uˆi, dˆi)
and LˆTi = (νˆi, eˆi) are the left-chiral quark and lepton superfields, and uˆ
c
j, dˆ
c
j, eˆ
c
j and νˆ
c are the
right-chiral quark and lepton superfields. i, j = 1, 2, 3 are the family indices, and a, b = 1, 2
are indices of the fundamental representation of SU(2) with ab = 1. The colour indices are
not written out.
In the framework of low-energy Susy breaking, the soft Lagrangian of the µνSSM is
given by [32]
−Lsoft = ab
(
T eij H
a
d L˜
b
iL e˜
∗
jR + T
d
ij H
a
d Q˜
b
iL d˜
∗
jR + T
u
ij H
b
uQ˜
a
iLu˜
∗
jR + h.c.
)
+ ab
(
T νij H
b
u L˜
a
iLν˜
∗
jR − T λi ν˜∗iRHadHbu +
1
3
T κijk ν˜
∗
iRν˜
∗
jRν˜
∗
kR + h.c.
)
+
(
m2
Q˜
)
ij
Q˜a∗iLQ˜
a
jL +
(
m2u˜
)
ij
u˜∗iRu˜jR +
(
m2
d˜
)
ij
d˜∗iRd˜jR +
(
m2
L˜
)
ij
L˜a∗iLL˜
a
jL
+
(
m2ν˜
)
ij
ν˜∗iRν˜jR +
(
m2e˜
)
ij
e˜∗iRe˜jR +m
2
Hd
Had
∗Had +m
2
HuH
a
u
∗Hau (2)
+
((
m2
HdL˜
)
i
Ha∗d L˜
a
iL + h.c.
)
+
1
2
(
M3 g˜ g˜ +M2 W˜ W˜ +M1 B˜
0 B˜0 + h.c.
)
. (3)
The parameters m2
HdL˜
are absent at tree level, as they are non-diagonal in field space. How-
ever, in the code the terms are taken into account, because they are required for the renor-
malization of the Higgs potential (see Refs. [3, 4] for details). In addition, flavour mixing
is neglected in the quark and the squark sector, such that the corresponding soft mass pa-
rameters only have diagonal non-zero entries m2
Q˜i
, m2u˜i and m
2
d˜i
. The soft trilinear couplings
are written as T ui = A
u
i Y
u
i , T
d
i = A
d
iY
d
i , where Y
u
i and Y
d
i are the diagonal entries of the
Yukawa couplings of the up- and down-type quarks and no summation over repeated in-
dices is implied. In the lepton sector, the flavour symmetries are broken automatically after
EWSB. Thus, we decompose the soft trilinear couplings as T eij = A
e
ijY
e
ij and T
ν
ij = A
ν
ijY
ν
ij ,
again without summation over repeated indices. The lepton-flavour mixing is suppressed by
factors of Y νij and therefore only sizable for the light left-handed neutrinos. Finally, we write
the portal coupling and the self coupling of the right-handed sneutrinos as T λi = A
λ
i λi and
T κijk = A
κ
ijkκijk, noting that both κijk and A
κ
ijk are symmetric under the exchange of indices.
The soft terms together with the D-term and F -term contributions from the superpo-
tential define the tree-level neutral scalar potential
V (0) = Vsoft + VF + VD , (4)
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with
Vsoft =
(
T νij H
0
u ν˜iL ν˜
∗
jR − T λi ν˜∗iRH0dH0u +
1
3
T κijk ν˜
∗
iRν˜
∗
jRν˜
∗
kR + h.c.
)
+
(
m2
L˜
)
ij
ν˜∗iLν˜jL +
(
m2ν˜
)
ij
ν˜∗iRν˜jR +m
2
Hd
H0d
∗
H0d +m
2
HuH
0
u
∗
H0u , (5)
VF = λjλjH
0
dH
0
d
∗
H0uH
0
u
∗
+ λiλj ν˜
∗
iRν˜jRH
0
dH
0
d
∗ + λiλj ν˜∗iRν˜jRH
0
uH
0
u
∗
+ κijkκljmν˜
∗
iRν˜lRν˜
∗
kRν˜mR −
(
κijkλj ν˜
∗
iRν˜
∗
kRH
0∗
d H
0∗
u − Y νijκljkν˜iLν˜lRν˜kRH0u
+ Y νijλj ν˜iLH
0∗
d H
0∗
u H
0
u + Y
ν
ijλkν˜
∗
iLν˜jRν˜
∗
kRH
0
d + h.c.
)
+ Y νijY
ν
ikν˜
∗
jRν˜kRH
0
uH
0
u
∗ + Y νijY
ν
lkν˜iLν˜
∗
lLν˜
∗
jRν˜kR + Y
ν
jiY
ν
kiν˜jLν˜
∗
kLH
0
uH
0∗
u , (6)
VD =
1
8
(
g21 + g
2
2
) (
ν˜iLν˜
∗
iL +H
0
dH
0
d
∗ −H0uH0u∗
)2
. (7)
During EWSB the neutral scalar fields acquire a vev. We use the decomposition
H0d =
1√
2
(
HRd + vd + iH
I
d
)
, (8)
H0u =
1√
2
(
HRu + vu + iH
I
u
)
, (9)
ν˜iR =
1√
2
(
ν˜RiR + viR + i ν˜
I
iR
)
, (10)
ν˜iL =
1√
2
(
ν˜RiL + viL + i ν˜
I
iL
)
, (11)
such that the vevs are given by1
〈H0d〉 =
vd√
2
, 〈H0u〉 =
vu√
2
, 〈ν˜iR〉 = viR√
2
, 〈ν˜iL〉 = viL√
2
. (12)
The subscripts R and I denote CP-even and -odd components of each scalar field, respectively.
To make a connection to the SM and the MSSM, we define the parameters
v2 = v2u + v
2
d + viLviL ∼ 246 GeV and tan β =
vu
vd
. (13)
As already mentioned in Sect. 1, the size of the left-handed vevs viL is suppressed by factors
of Y νij compared to the other vevs. Hence, they are of the order of ∼ 10−5 to 10−4 GeV.
The minimization or tadpole equations relate the soft mass parameters to the vevs. For
numerical reasons it is most convenient to use the vevs as input parameters and solve the
tadpole equations for the soft masses squared m2Hd , m
2
Hu
, (m2
L˜
)ii and (m
2
ν˜)ii. The precise
form of the tadpole equations can be found in Ref. [4].
The expressions for the tree-level masses of all particles of the model in terms of the
parameters defined above can be found in Ref. [33]. Since they are rather lengthy we do not
1We will refer to the parameters vu, vd, viL and viR as vevs interchangeably.
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repeat them here. The expressions for the tree-level couplings of the particles are even larger
due to the complicated mixing in the scalar sector, such that we do not state them either.
Instead, we provide a FeynArts [34] modelfile upon request that contains the couplings in
the ’t Hooft-Feynman gauge in Mathematica syntax.2 The modelfile was initially created
with the public tool SARAH [37], but further modified by hand to allow the usage of the
tool FormCalc [38], which by default cannot process the huge expressions for the couplings
produced by SARAH.
In the code munuSSM, the calculation of the tree-level spectrum and the corresponding
mixing matrices, as well as the tree-level couplings, are evaluated in Fortran subroutines.
This allows for a larger floating-point precision, which is necessary due to the tiny R-parity
violating mixing effects and the large hierarchy between the masses in the neutral fermion
sector. Apart from that, the usage of Fortran vastly improves the running time compared
to an implementation in python. We note that the running time is currently dominated by
the calculation of the complete set of tree-level couplings.
2.1 Radiative corrections in the Higgs sector
The scalar sector of the µνSSM is subject to sizable radiative corrections that have to be
taken into account in each phenomenologically viable analysis. Making these corrections
available to the public is (so far) the core idea of this project. The objects that contain the
corrections are the renormalized scalar self energies Σˆφiφj(p
2), which enter the renormalized
inverse propagator matrix of the fields φi,
Γˆij = i
[
p2δij − (m2i − Σˆφiφj(p2))
]
. (14)
In this expression the indices i and j run over the number of fields that mix with each other,
p is the momentum and m2i are the eigenvalues of the corresponding tree-level mass matrix.
Implemented in the code are the corrections to the CP-even and CP-odd neutral scalars hi
and Ai. These are given by
Σˆhihj = Σˆ
(1)
hihj
(p2) + Σˆ
(2′)
hihj
+ Σˆresum.hihj (15)
ΣˆAiAj = Σˆ
(1)
AiAj
(p2) . (16)
Here, Σˆ
(1)
hihj
and Σˆ
(1)
AiAj
contain the full one-loop corrections, including the momentum de-
pendence. In addition, leading two-loop corrections for the CP-even fields hi are included in
terms of Σˆ
(2′)
hihj
. Finally, higher-order corrections arising from the resummation of logarithmic
contributions are taken into account in Σˆresum.hihj .
The corrections beyond one-loop level are taken from the public code FeynHiggs. They
are crucial to obtain a precise prediction for the SM-like Higgs-boson mass. The one-loop
pieces were calculated in Ref. [4] in a mixed DR-On Shell (OS) scheme that is consistent
2The couplings of the gravitino and the axino, both potential dark matter candidates in the µνSSM [35,
36], are not included. However, they only play a role for the DM phenomenology and are irrelevant for the
Higgs and collider physics.
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with the one of FeynHiggs. For generic scalar fields φi, they can be written as
Σˆ
(1)
φiφj
(p2) = Σ
(1)
φiφj
(p2) +
1
2
p2
(
δZφjφi + δZφiφj
)
− 1
2
(
m2φkφjδZφkφi +m
2
φiφk
δZφkφj
)
− δm2φiφj . (17)
Σ
(1)
φiφj
denotes the unrenormalized self energies, extracted from the one-particle irreducible
scalar two-point functions. The field-renormalization counterterms δZφjφi and the mass
counterterms δm2φiφj are defined in a way to cancel all ultraviolet divergences appearing
in Σ
(1)
φiφj
. The finite pieces of the counterterms are defined by the chosen renormalization
scheme. The field-renormalization constants are defined as DR parameters, such that they
do not contain finite terms. The mass counterterms, on the other hand, are defined in a
mixed OS-DR scheme. The gauge-boson masses MW and MZ and the tadpole coefficients
are renormalized applying OS conditions, such that δm2φiφj contains finite contributions from
the corresponding counterterms [4].
Without going into too much detail, we summarize the numerical impact of the radiative
corrections on the Higgs-boson masses of the µνSSM in the following. Schematically, a rough
approximation of the SM-like Higgs-boson mass is given by
m2hSM ∼M2Z cos2(2β) +
1
2
λiλiv
2 sin2(2β) + ∆MSSM(s)top + ∆
ν˜RiR
λ2i
, (18)
where the second term provides the enhancement of the tree-level contribution compared to
the MSSM mentioned in Sect. 1. The third term consists of the usual MSSM-like corrections
from the stop and the top sector (see Ref. [39] for a review). In the gauge basis, these
terms are practically unchanged in the µνSSM. However, the mixing with the right-handed
sneutrinos modifies how much of ∆MSSM(s)top is finally attributed to the mass eigenstate of the
SM-like Higgs boson. The last term mainly arises from the mixing of the doublet fields with
the right-handed sneutrinos. It was already observed in the next-to MSSM (NMSSM) that,
in contrast to the tree-level term dependent on λi, the loop-corrections contained in ∆
ν˜RiR
λ2i
are
usually negative and can, depending on the size of the mixing, the value of tan β and the
self couplings κijk, substantially decrease the prediction for the SM Higgs-boson mass [40].
Due to the presence of three gauge singlet scalars in the µνSSM instead of only one in
the NMSSM, the analytic form of ∆
ν˜RiR
λ2i
is much more complicated. However, the numerical
analysis of such corrections has shown that it is crucial to take into account independently
the contributions from all three right-handed sneutrino for a precise prediction of the SM-like
Higgs-boson mass [33].
The radiative corrections to the right-handed sneutrinos themselves are sizable only for
small masses in the vicinity of 125 GeV or below [3, 4]. Otherwise, the tree-level mass is
already a good estimate. This is due to the fact that the right-handed sneutrinos are gauge
singlets and only couple to the SM particle content via a mixing with the Higgs doublet
fields. If such mixing exists, the corresponding right-handed sneutrino acquires additional
contributions to its mass from ∆MSSM(s)top .
Finally, the most interesting radiative corrections are the ones obtained by the left-handed
sneutrinos. They are caused by genuine effects of the µνSSM without a correspondence in the
7
(N)MSSM. It was shown that the dominant contributions arise from the counterterms of the
tadpoles, which enter the mass counterterm in Eq. (17) with an inverse factor of the vev of
the scalar field under consideration [3]. For the left-handed sneutrinos that means that they
are enhanced by the small values of viL. This enhancement can compensate the suppression
of factors of Y νij present in lepton-number violating couplings. Here, the corrections are
mainly given by the tadpole diagrams with the stops in the loop. The stops are coupled
to the left-handed sneutrinos via an F -term tree-level coupling between t˜L, t˜R, ν˜iL and ν˜iR,
after replacing ν˜iR with the corresponding vev viR. Expanding the complete renormalized
self energy in powers of Au3 = At and 1/viL, one finds the very good approximation
Σˆ
(1)
ν˜RiLν˜
R
iL
≈ Σˆ(1)
ν˜RiLν˜
R
iL
∣∣∣
At
viL
=
3
16pi2
vuviR√
2viL
AtY
2
t Y
ν
ii
 log (
m2
t˜1
µ2R
)m2
t˜1
− log (m
2
t˜2
µ2R
)m2
t˜2
m2
t˜1
−m2
t˜2
− 1
 , (19)
where m2
t˜1
and m2
t˜2
are the squared stop masses and µR is the renormalization scale. These
terms have to be added to the tree-level mass, which is approximately given by(
m
(0)
ν˜RiLν˜
R
iL
)2
≈ Y
ν
ii vuviR√
2viL
(
− 1√
2
κiiiviR − Aνii
)
. (20)
This expression is subject to a renormalization-scale dependence induced by the scale depen-
dence of the DR parameters. The numerically most sizable contribution can be formulated
approximately by the scale dependence of Aνii, whose dominant piece is given by
Aνii(µR, µ0) ≈ Aνii(µ0) +
3
16pi2
Y 2t At log
µ2R
µ20
, (21)
that can be extracted from the DR counterterm of Aνii as given in Ref. [4], and where µ0 is
the scale at which the value of Aνii is given initially. Combining all this, we find that the
one-loop mass is given by
(
m
(1)
ν˜RiLν˜
R
iL
)2
≈ Y
ν
ii vuviR√
2viL
(
− 1√
2
κiiiviR − Aνii(µ0)
− 3
16pi2
AtY
2
t
(
log
(m2
t˜1
µ20
)
m2
t˜1
− log (m2t˜2
µ20
)
m2
t˜2
m2
t˜1
−m2
t˜2
− 1
))
. (22)
The logarithmic terms can be further simplified under the assumption that
m2
t˜1
−m2
t˜2
M2S ≈ m2t˜1 ≈ m2t˜2 , (23)
with MS being the Susy-breaking scale, such that(
m
(1)
ν˜RiLν˜
R
iL
)2
≈ Y
ν
ii vuviR√
2viL
(
− 1√
2
κiiiviR − Aνii(µ0)−
3
16pi2
AtY
2
t log
(M2S
µ20
))
. (24)
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Note that the renormalization-scale dependence of the radiative corrections given in Eq. (19)
drops out once the scale dependence of Aνii is considered. Instead, the size of the corrections
depends on the input scale of the DR parameters µ0. The corrections vanish if µ0 is chosen to
be close to the stop masses. Furthermore, it is convenient to choose the renormalization scale
µR to be equal to the input scale µ0, so that the logarithmic term in Eq. (21) vanishes, and
the tree-level expectation for the left-handed sneutrino mass given in Eq. (20) is unchanged.
This is why in the code presented here the scales are fixed by default to be
µ0 = µR = MS , (25)
such that (
m
(1)
ν˜RiLν˜
R
iL
)2
≈
(
m
(0)
ν˜RiLν˜
R
iL
)2
≈ Y
ν
ii vuviR√
2viL
(
− 1√
2
κiiiviR − Aνii(MS)
)
. (26)
Even though in principle any choice for the scales would be equally valid (within a physically
reasonable range), the choice given above is highly recommended as long as the calculation
of radiative corrections to the slepton masses has not been carried out. The reason is
that large loop corrections to the left-handed sneutrinos could artificially change the mass
ordering of the left-handed sneutrinos and sleptons, just because they are treated at different
orders of perturbation theory, and therefore modify the phenomenology of a benchmark point
completely. However, due to the different D-term contributions it is known that a left-handed
sneutrino of a certain flavour cannot be heavier than the corresponding left-handed slepton,
such that these artificial effects are unphysical and must be avoided.
3 The python package munuSSM
In this section we present the general structure of the code, which is also depicted in Fig. 1.
The main package is called munuSSM and it contains the subpackages crossSections, decays,
effectiveCouplings, higgsBounds and standardModel. Note that some of the modules
are written in Fortran and compiled to python libraries using the compiler f2py from NumPy.
The usage of Fortran has several advantages. Firstly, numerical calculations are much
faster in a statically typed language like Fortran. In addition, the numerical precision of
floating-point numbers can be enhanced to quadruple precision in Fortran. In the context
of the µνSSM, this turned out to be necessary due to the hierarchical structure of particle
masses and mixing patterns. In particular, the seesaw mechanism leads to a mass matrix
for the neutral fermions whose eigenvalues range from sub-eV to the TeV values, which is
numerically challenging to diagonalize. Finally, the codes that are interfaced are all written
in Fortran, such that it is much easier to use their libraries within a Fortran routine that is
subsequently compiled to python. For the user of the package munuSSM the usage of Fortran
is largely irrelevant. The only thing that is important is that the parameters of the model
are not saved as usual python float objects and NumPy arrays, but as numberQP and arrayQP
objects, that are defined in the module dataObjects. To obtain the values as floats or float
arrays, the user just has to type a.float in case of a being an instance of numberQP or
arrayQP.
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munuSSM
benchmarkPoint
benchmarkPointFromFile
constants
dataObjects
CalcDepParas [F]
CalcLoopMasses [F]
FHgetMTMB [F]
FHselfenergies [F]
OneLoopcntrs [F]
RGEs [F]
SelfEnergiesAA [F]
SelfEnergies [F]
TLcpls [F]
TLspec [F]
TLTPsolver [F]
crossSections
sleptons
decays
pseudoscalars
scalars
sleptons
twobody
util
effectiveCouplings
particles
pseudoscalars
scalars
sleptons
util
higgsBounds
HBHSmixed [F]
HBmixed [F]
HSSMhadr [F]
util
wrappers
standardModel
higgs
util
alphaS
Figure 1: General structure of the code. Packages are indicated with the squared boxes,
and the vertical lines indicate to which package each module belongs. Modules written in
Fortran are marked with an [F].
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The user interface is defined in the class BenchmarkPointFromFile. This class inherits
the methods of the class BenchmarkPoint to construct and analyse a benchmark point. In
addition, it reads the input parameters from a file during the initialization. Within this class,
the subpackes are utilized to calculate the branching ratios and cross sections of the scalar
particles, while the modules of the main package munuSSM perform the calculation of the ra-
diatively corrected particle spectrum. Before explaining the methods of the BenchmarkPoint
class and how the user can call them, we briefly explain the role of each subpackage and give
some details on the implementation.
- crossSections contains the calculation of cross sections of particles at the LHC or
any other future collider. So far the only cross section implemented is the charged
Higgs-boson production in the pp → H±tb channel, which is however only relevant
for the charged scalar of the µνSSM corresponding to the charged Higgs boson of the
MSSM. For the remaining sleptons, the couplings to quarks are suppressed by the
smallness of lepton-number violation, as is their mixing with the MSSM-like charged
Higgs boson. The above mentioned cross section is implemented in the form of a spline
interpolation as a function of tan β and the charged Higgs-boson mass in the 2HDM
limit [20], therefore lacking subdominant Susy-QCD corrections. For the charged
scalars corresponding to the sleptons, the main production channel is the production
in pairs, which is currently not yet implemented.3 The cross sections of the neutral
scalars are obtained via the interface to HiggsBounds, based on the effective couplings
calculated in the supackage effectiveCouplings (see below).
- decays calculates the decay widths and branching ratios of all neutral and charged
Higgs bosons. The decay widths of decays into SM particles are implemented via
a rescaling of the SM prediction for a Higgs boson of the same mass, again utiliz-
ing the effective couplings calculated in the effectiveCouplings package. The SM
predictions are implemented in the form of cubic spline interpolations of data tables
published in Refs. [19, 20], based on the results obtained with the codes HDECAY [41–43]
and PROPHECY4F [44, 45]. The decays into BSM particle final states are considered at
leading order, however using the Higgs-boson couplings rotated into the radiatively
corrected mass eigenstate basis, therefore taking into account the propagator correc-
tions calculated in the main package munuSSM. The implementation of these decays
follows the general approach of Ref. [46]. Using the couplings in the loop-corrected ba-
sis corresponds to taking into account the finite wave-function renormalization factors
(or Z-factors) in the limit of vanishing momentum [14, 46]. For the accurate prediction
of the Higgs-boson masses, it is recommended to include the momentum dependence
of the radiative corrections. Strictly speaking, this leads to the fact that the mixing
matrices will not be unitary anymore. Fortunately, these effects are numerically negli-
gible except for extreme cases. So far, the only three-body decays considered are the
decays into off-shell vector bosons, whose corresponding decay widths are included in
the SM prediction for the decays into a pair of massive gauge bosons.
3This is partially due to the fact that the pair-production cross sections of charged Higgs bosons is
currently unused within HiggsBounds, even though it can be given as input [26].
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BenchmarkPoint
calc_tree_level_spectrum(
self)
Calculates the particle spectrum at tree level.
calc_tree_level_couplings(
self)
Calculates the complete set of couplings at tree
level.
calc_one_loop_counterterms(
self)
Calculates the counterterms used in the renormal-
ized one-loop self energies.
calc_one_loop_self_energies
(
self ,
even ,
odd ,
p2_Re ,
p2_Im)
Calculates the values of the renormalized one-loop
self energies for the CP-even scalars if even=1 and
for the CP-odd scalars if odd=1 for a given mo-
mentum p, where p2 Re is the real part and p2 Im
is the imaginary part of p2.
calc_two_loop_self_energies
(
self ,
p2_Re ,
p2_Im)
Calculates the values of the renormalized self ener-
gies with the full one-loop and partial higher-order
corrections for the CP-even scalars for a given mo-
mentum p, where p2 Re is the real part and p2 Im
is the imaginary part of p2.
calc_loop_masses(
self ,
even=2,
odd=1,
accu =1.e-5,
momentum_mode =1)
Calculates the loop corrected scalar masses. even
is the loop level considered for the CP-even scalars
and possible values are 0, 1 and 2 for tree level,
one-loop level or one-loop level supplemented by
higher-order corrections. odd is the loop level
considered for the CP-odd scalars and possible
values are 0 and 1 for tree level or one-loop
level. accu is the numerical precision of the it-
erative procedure of the matrix diagonalization if
momentum mode=1, in which case the momentum
dependence of the self energies is taking into ac-
count. For momentum mode=0 the momentum is
set to zero.
calc_effective_couplings(
self)
Calculates the effective couplings of the CP-even
and the CP-odd scalars
calc_branching_ratios(
self)
Calculates the decay widths and branching ra-
tios of the CP-even, the CP-odd and the charged
scalars.
Table 1: Class methods of the class BenchmarkPoint as defined in the module
benchmarkPoint.
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- effectiveCouplings calculates the effective couplings of the neutral scalars, defined
as the coupling strength normalized to the one of a hypothetical SM Higgs boson
having the same mass. The precise definition of these coefficients can be found in
Ref. [26]. Loop-induced couplings, as the ones to photons or gluons, are calculated
using the general expressions for the form factors as can be found in Ref. [47]. Re-
summed higher-order corrections proportional to tan β are implemented for couplings
to the third generation of down-typ fermions in terms of the quantities ∆b and ∆τ
following Ref. [47]. As already mentioned before, the effective couplings are used to
calculate decays into SM particles. Apart from that, they are given as input to the
code HiggsBounds, which uses them to calculate the production cross sections at LEP,
Tevatron and the LHC.4
- higgsBounds constructs the input arrays for the interface to HiggsBounds and
HiggsSignals. In addition, it provides a wrapper class to directly call both codes
from within python.5 Since we interact with both external codes via their Fortran li-
braries, we can save additional results beyond the usual output, such as cross sections.
Via the higgsBounds subpackage, a given set of benchmark points of the µνSSM can
easily be tested against constraints from collider searches and the signal rates of the
SM-like Higgs boson.
- standardModel contains the data tables of the SM predictions for decay widths of the
Higgs boson as given in Refs. [19, 20]. The data is given for different mass intervals.
The subpackage constructs spline interpolations of the data and provides functions
taking the Higgs-boson mass as input to extract the data. The maximum value for the
particle mass of the data tables is at around 1 TeV. If within the decay subpackage
larger masses appear, the values are extrapolated based on the known leading mass
dependence [47].
Having explained the role of the subpackages, we now turn to the main package munuSSM.
Therein, basically all calculations are performed within Fortran modules. During the initial-
ization of a benchmark point, the Fortran modules CalcDepParas and TLTPsolver set up the
complete set of model parameters. The latter solves the tadpole equations for the diagnoal
soft mass parameters given the vevs as input. The module FHgetMTMB calls FeynHiggs to ex-
tract the top-quark and bottom-quark masses used in the scalar self energies (see Sect. 3.1.1
for details). The tree-level spectrum and the couplings are calculated in the modules TLspec
and TLcpls. These are then used for the calculation of the renormalized self energies. They
are implemented in the form as shown in Eq. (17). The counterterms are independent of the
momentum, so that they are calculated only once in the module OneLoopcntrs. Once they
are available, the one-loop part of the self energies of the CP-even and the CP-odd scalars are
calculated in the modules SelfEnergies and SelfEnergiesAA. The contributions beyond
4In the traditional effective-coupling input of HiggsBounds, the effective couplings are also used internally
to calculate branching ratios. In our interface, we use a mixed input in which the branching ratios are given
as additional input as calculated in the subpackage decays. Effectively, this corresponds to the LHA input
format of HiggsBounds.
5A stand-alone python wrapper for HiggsBounds can be found under https://gitlab.com/thomas.
biekoetter/higgsbounds_python_wrapper.
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one-loop level are extracted from FeynHiggs in the module FHselfenergies. Finally, the
loop-corrected scalar spectrum is calculated in the module CalcLoopMasses by finding the
zeros of the determinant of the inverse propagator matrix shown in Eq. (14).
The user interface is defined via the methods of the python class BenchmarkPoint, such
that the Fortran modules described before do not have to be called directly by the user. The
complete list of public routines is listed in Tab. 1. Note that an instance of this class should
be created via its subclass BenchmarkPointFromFile, which contains additional routines to
read the parameter values from an input file. Because of potentially large corrections to the
masses of the left-handed sneutrinos (see Sect. 2.1), the renormalization scale µR at which
the radiative corrections are evaluated is set to be equal to the Susy-breaking scale MS at
which the DR Susy parameters are defined. While these are given as input by the user, the
SM parameters are set to default values in the module constants. In this module, also the
value for MS is fixed to 1 TeV by default. This value should only be changed by the user if
the stop masses are much heavier than 1 TeV. Note, however, that in such a situation the
Feynman-diagrammatic fixed-order calculation applied in this code is not the most accurate
one and a hybrid approach (as is implemented in FeynHiggs) incorporating effective field
theory calculations is required.
For a phenomenological study of a benchmark point, the most interesting routines for
the user are calc loop masses to obtain a precise prediction for the particle spectrum
and calc branching ratios to obtain the branching ratios of the scalars. The remaining
functions can be called directly by the user, but will usually be called only internally, as they
provide the required quantities for the above mentioned functions. For instance, if the user
calls
pt.calc_loop_masses (2, 1, momentum_mode =1)
with pt being an instance of BenchmarkPointFromFile, it is internally checked if the
tree-level masses and couplings are already available. If they are not, the functions
calc tree level spectrum and calc tree level couplings are automatically called be-
fore calculating the radiative corrections. With momentum mode=1 we choose to take into
account the momentum dependence of the radiative corrections. momentum mode=0 selects
the limit of vanishing external momentum. This options is less precise but faster, because
the inverse propagator matrix has to be diagonalized only once, while an iterative procedure
is applied for momentum mode=1. In the same manner, if
pt.calc_branching_ratios ()
is called, the effective couplings are required for the rescaling of the SM predictions, such
that internally calc effective couplings is called if it has not already been called before.
In App. B we state the exact form of the return values and class attributes set by each
function shown in Tab. 1. Basic user instructions are given in Sect. 3.3. Before that we
provide some details on the interfaces to the other public codes.
3.1 Interfaces
The package munuSSM makes use of other public codes for some of the model predictions.
This codes are downloaded and installed automatically during the installation of the main
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package (see Sect. 3.2). The interfaces utilize the Fortran libraries of the codes. In the
following we briefly describe the information provided by the codes and how they are called
internally.
3.1.1 FeynHiggs
For the accurate prediction of the SM-like Higgs-boson mass, a pure one-loop calculation is
not sufficient. Fortunately, the dominant higher-order corrections can be taken over from the
MSSM. However, one has to take care of a consistent combination of the one-loop corrections
calculated in the full µνSSM and the higher-order corrections known from the MSSM. This is
why in Refs. [3, 4] the renormalization prescription of the one-loop calculation in the µνSSM
was closely based on the one implemented in the public MSSM code FeynHiggs, such that
the higher-order corrections could be supplement from there.
The radiative corrections to the scalar masses and mixings are given by the renormalized
self energies Σˆ(p2) that enter the inverse propagator matrix as shown in Eq. (14). Schemat-
ically, the self energies of the CP-even Higgs bosons are implemented as
Σˆ = Σˆ
(1)
µνSSM − Σˆ(1)FeynHiggs + Σˆ(1)+(2
′)+resum.
FeynHiggs . (27)
The piece Σˆ
(1)
µνSSM is the full one-loop result including all couplings of the µνSSM, and renor-
malized according to Eq. (17). The numerical evaluation of the loop functions appearing
in Σˆ
(1)
µνSSM is achieved via a link to the public code LoopTools [38]. Imaginary parts of the
loop momentum p2 are considered via a Taylor expansion with respect to Im(p2) up to first
order. To this piece we add the full FeynHiggs v.2.16.1 result including the approximate
two-loop contributions and the contributions obtained from the resummation of logarithmic
contributions denoted by the term Σˆ
(1)+(2′)+resum.
FeynHiggs . Since this piece also contains the MSSM
one-loop result, these terms have to be subtracted again to avoid a double counting. This is
done by calling FeynHiggs a second time with the flag looplevel set to 1, yielding Σˆ
(1)
FeynHiggs,
which is then subtracted from the sum.
For this procedure to be consistent, it is crucial that the one-loop piece of the µνSSM
is calculated using the same set of parameters as is used in FeynHiggs. In particular,
this concerns the values of the top-quark mass and the bottom-quark mass, from which
the corresponding Yukawa couplings Yt and Yb are derived.
6 This is achieved by a slightly
modified version of the FeynHiggs routine FHGetPara, which is called during the initialization
of an instance of BenchmarkPointFromFile. For the top quark, the pole mass Mt is given as
input and FHGetPara returns the MS value of the top-quark mass at the scale Mt in the SM
at NNLO mMS,SMt (Mt), which is used in FeynHiggs for the calculation of Σˆ
(1)+(2′)+resum.
FeynHiggs . In
principle, the value is different when the log resummation is switched off with loglevel=0,
such that the value of mMS,SMt (Mt) would be different in Σˆ
(1)
FeynHiggs, yielding a mismatch
compared to Σˆ
(1)
µνSSM. To avoid that, we set by hand the flag loglevelmt=3 in the FeynHiggs
routine FHSetFlags, so that the same value of mMS,SMt (Mt) is used independently of the flag
loglevel.
6Note that the strong QCD coupling constant αs does not enter at one-loop level.
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In a similar way, we obtain mDR,MSSMb (MS), i.e., the MSSM DR-renormalized value of
the bottom-quark mass at the scale MS, in the modified routine FHGetPara. We extract
the value used by FeynHiggs when called with looplevel=1. In contrast to mMS,SMt (Mt),
which is given by SM RGEs, the precise value of mDR,MSSMb (MS) depends also on the Susy
parameters, mainly via the so-called ∆b-corrections. Apart from that, it is different when
called with looplevel=2. However, for the prescription in Eq. (27) to be consistent, this
is not a problem as long as we assure that the value of the quark masses in Σˆ
(1)
µνSSM and
Σˆ
(1)
FeynHiggs are identical.
For the remaining MSSM one-loop contributions, arising from loop diagrams with parti-
cles inserted in the loop that are not (s)tops or (s)bottoms, the double-counting is automat-
ically avoided due to the cancellation between Σˆ
(1)
FeynHiggs and Σˆ
(1)+(2′)+resum.
FeynHiggs , because they
do not depend on the flags looplevel or loglevel. Thus, only the one-loop result in the
full model contained in Σˆ
(1)
µνSSM contributes for these sectors. This is important because they
might be substantially modified compared to the MSSM. For instance, due to the presence
of the portal couplings λi, the tree-level masses of the doublet-like Higgs bosons receive
additional contributions, so that loop diagrams with Higgs bosons in the loop have to be
accounted for in Σˆ
(1)
µνSSM, while the corresponding diagrams from the MSSM should drop out.
Our approach using FeynHiggs does not capture the modifications of the tree-level Higgs
sector of the µνSSM compared to the MSSM proportional to λi within the contributions
beyond one-loop level. They would enter in the approximate two-loop result via the fixed-
order terms of O(α2t , α2b , αbαt), in which the Higgs bosons appear as internal particles in the
corresponding loop diagrams. However, this is a subleading effect as long as the corrections
to the doublet fields are dominant. Also, it is the best possible approximation while the
calculation of the two-loop contributions in the full model is not carried out. Nevertheless,
for small values of tan β and large values of λi this leads to a potential source of theory
uncertainty for the prediction of the SM-like Higgs-boson mass. In comparison to neglecting
the contributions beyond one-loop level entirely, our numerical results of Refs. [3, 4] showed
that even in these cases the prediction for the Higgs-boson mass improves when taking the
approximate MSSM contributions into account. The same conclusion was drawn in other
analyses using FeynHiggs for similar extensions of the MSSM [48–50].
Once the renormalized self energies are constructed, the inverse propagator matrix is
diagonalized using the public Fortran library Diag [51]. If the momentum dependence is
taken into account, the loop-corrected pole masses are given by the zeros of the determinant
of the inverse propagator matrix, which are calculated by an iterative procedure.
3.1.2 HiggsBounds
To test a set of benchmark points against collider constraints from searches for BSM scalars,
an interface to the public code HiggsBounds is implemented. With pts being a single
instance or a list of instances of the class BenchmarkPoint, the user can call the function
check_higgsbounds(pts)
defined in the module util of the subpackage higgsBounds. This function first calls the
method setup higgsbounds for each instance of BenchmarkPoint in pts, which will sub-
sequently call calc effective couplings and calc branching ratios (see Tab. 1) in case
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self.HiggsBounds
result (23, ) The first element is the global HiggsBounds result with
1=allowed and 0=forbidden. The following 22 elements are
the results for each neutral CP-even and CP-odd scalar and each
charged scalar, in this order with ascending masses.
chan (23, ) As before, but each element gives the channel number of the
most sensitive search. The experimental search corresponding
to the channel number can be found in the file Key.dat that is
produced automatically by HiggsBounds.
obsratio (23, ) As before, but each element gives the ratio of predicted and ob-
served channel rate.
ncombined (23, ) As before, but each element gives the number of scalars whose
signal rates were combined and assumed to be contributing to
the search channel.
XSsingleH (15, 4) Hadronic inclusive single-Higgs production cross section at the
Tevatron with 2 TeV and the LHC with 7, 8 and 13 TeV center-
of-mass energy for each CP-even and CP-odd scalar, normalized
to the SM prediction.
XSggH (15, 4) As before, but for the gluon fusion process.
XSbbH (15, 4) As before, but for the bb¯ associated process.
XSVBF (15, 4) As before, but for the vector boson fusion process.
XSWH (15, 4) As before, but for the production in association with a W boson.
XSZH (15, 4) As before, but for the production in association with a Z boson.
XSttH (15, 4) As before, but for the tt¯ associated process.
XStH tchan (15, 4) As before, but for single t associated production through t-
channel exchange.
XStH schan (15, 4) As before, but for single t associated production through s-
channel exchange.
XSqqZH (15, 4) As before, but for quark-initiated production in association with
a Z boson.
XSggZH (15, 4) As before, but for gluon-initiated production in association with
a Z boson.
Table 2: Form of the dictionary HiggsBounds containing the results of the HiggsBounds
routine as set by the function check higgsbounds. The first column lists the keys of the
dictionary. The items of each key are NumPy arrays with the shape given in the second
column. The third column explains the meaning of each entry.
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they have not been called before. Based on the effective couplings and the branching ra-
tios, check higgsbounds will then construct the input for HiggsBounds for the whole set of
points. Finally, the HiggsBounds library is accessed via the Fortran module HBmixed. This
module is called within the wrapper class Mixed defined in the subpackage higgsBounds.
The results are saved as dictionaries which are set as class attributes to each benchmark
point contained in pts. If pt is an instance of BenchmarkPoint, the results are saved in:
pt.HiggsBounds
This dictionary has the elements listed in Tab. 2. The meaning of each entry of the dictionary
corresponds to the original definitions within HiggsBounds [26]. The user can check if the
benchmark point is excluded depending on the value:
pt.HiggsBounds[’result ’][0]
It is 1 if the point is allowed and 0 if any of the scalars is excluded. With the remaining
elements of this array, the user can verify which of the scalars are excluded. The experimental
search responsible for the exclusion can be obtained by comparing the channel number saved
under the key chan with the list of applied experimental searches saved in the file Key.dat
that HiggsBounds creates automatically. The cross sections for the neutral scalars that are
calculated by HiggsBounds rely on the effective couplings calculated before.
3.1.3 HiggsSignals
In addition to the test against cross-section limits using HiggsBounds, it is possible to
verify whether a benchmark point contains a Higgs boson at ∼ 125 GeV that correctly
accommodates the measured signal rates of the SM-like Higgs boson. This is done via an
interface to the public code HiggsSignals. Since HiggsSignals relies on the HiggsBounds
subroutines to read the theoretical input, it is reasonable to combine both tests into a single
function call. We provide the function
check_higgsbounds_higgssignals(pts)
defined in the module util of the subpackage higgsBounds. As before, pts can be a single
instance or a list of instances of the class BenchmarkPoint. Executing the above command
will call both HiggsBounds and HiggsSignals via the Fortran module HBHSmixed. For a
better interpretation of the χ2 test performed by HiggsSignals, HiggsSignals is called a
second time via the Fortran module HSSMhadr, providing a reference χ2SM value based on the
SM predictions using the same set of experimental measurements.
The complete result of the function check higgsbounds higgssignals is saved as dic-
tionaries in the class attributes:
pt.HiggsBounds
pt.HiggsSignals
As already mentioned before, pt is an instance of the class BenchmarkPoint contained in pts.
The dictionary pt.HiggsBounds was already introduced in Sect. 3.1.2 (see also Tab. 2). The
dictionary pt.HiggsSignals contains the HiggsSignals results. The whole list of entries is
given in Tab. 3. For the interpretation of the fit, the most valuable information is provided
by the global χ2 value contained in
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self.HiggsSignals
Chisq mu The χ2µ result regarding the signal-rate measurements.
Chisq mh The χ2mh result regarding the mass measurements.
Chisq The total χ2 result, i.e., χ2 = χ2µ + χ
2
mh
.
nobs The total number of observables considered in the χ2 test.
Pvalue The p value derived from the χ2 result assuming one free param-
eter.
Delta Chisq mu The difference χ2µ − χ2µ,SM, where χ2µ,SM is the Standard Model
reference χ2 evaluated using the same set of signal-rate measure-
ments.
Delta Chisq mh As before, but for the difference χ2mh−χ2mh,SM using the same set
of mass measurements.
Delta Chisq As before, but for the difference χ2−χ2SM, where χ2SM = χ2µ,SM +
χ2mh,SM.
Table 3: Form of the dictionary HiggsSignals containing the results of the HiggsSignals
routine as set by the function check higgsbounds higgssignals. The first column lists the
keys of the dictionary. The second column explains the meaning of each entry.
pt.HiggsSignals[’Chisq ’]
and the difference of this value to the SM reference value contained in:
pt.HiggsSignals[’Delta_Chisq ’]
We leave it to the user to decide which values are considered to represent an accurate fit to
the experimental data. For more information about the interpretation of the HiggsSignals
results we refer to Ref. [29]. We recommend to define a criteria based on the difference
between the χ2 value and the SM reference value χ2SM, instead of only taking into account
the χ2 value of the benchmark point alone.
3.2 Installation
To install the package munuSSM you need the version control system git, working compilers
for Fortran, c and c++ (recommended gfortran and gcc), and cmake for the installation of
HiggsBounds and HiggsSignals. All of this is already installed on a regular unix machine.
You can clone the repository with SSH by typing:
git clone git@gitlab.com:thomas.biekoetter/munussm.git
Alternatively, you can clone the repository with HTTPS by typing:
git clone https://gitlab.com/thomas.biekoetter/munussm.git
Then the package can be installed by entering the directory and executing the makefile:
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cd munussm
make all
You can specify the python version used for the installation by typing, for instance:
make all PC=python3.6
We stress that python version 2 is not supported. Furthermore, if you wish to specify the
gnu compiler versions, you can type, for instance:
make all FC=gfrotran-10 CC=gcc-10 CXX=g++-10
During the installation process, the external libraries Diag, LoopTools, FeynHiggs,
HiggsBounds and HiggsSignals are installed in the directory external. Once the in-
stallation process terminated, the package is installed in your python environment and can
be imported with:
import munuSSM
3.3 Usage
Only basic knowledge of the python programming language is required to use the package
munuSSM. So far, the only possibility to create an instance of the class BenchmarkPoint is
via the subclass BenchmarkPointFromFile. A benchmark point is initialized by doing:
from munuSSM.benchmarkPointFromFile import BenchmarkPointFromFile
pt = BenchmarkPointFromFile(file=FILENAME)
Here, FILENAME is the path to the input file containing the values of the free parameters.
The format of the input file is depicted in Listing (1) in App. A. Example input files can
also be found in the folder example. In the input files it is important that the order of the
lines remains unchanged and that the parameter values start with the first character of each
line. Every character beyond the # sign is treated as a comment. As already explained in
Sect. 3, the Susy parameters are DR parameters assumed to be given at the Susy-breaking
scale MS, which is by default set to 1 TeV in the module constants.
Once the benchmark point pt is initialized, the methods defined in Tab. 1 can be called.
For example, the tree-level spectrum and the complete set of couplings can be obtained with:
pt.calc_tree_level_spectrum ()
pt.calc_tree_level_couplings ()
Strictly speaking, only the second line would have been sufficient, since the couplings need
the mixing matrices as input, which are calculated when calling calc tree level spectrum.
Therefore, this function is called automatically when calc tree level couplings is called
in case the mixing matrices are not yet available. We can obtain the loop-corrected scalar
masses by typing:
pt.calc_loop_masses(
even=2,
odd=1,
momentum_mode =1)
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Here, we explicitly set the loop order for the neutral CP-even scalars to 2 and for the CP-odd
scalars to 1. The loop order even=2 includes also the contributions from the resummation
of logarithmic terms (see Sect. 2.1). In addition, we choose to take into account the mo-
mentum dependence of the radiative corrections by setting momentum mode=1, which is the
recommended value. The values of the arguments shown above correspond to the default
values of the arguments, such that in this case it would have been sufficient to call:
pt.calc_loop_masses ()
The loop corrected scalar masses are saved in the class attributes pt.Masshh 2L and
pt.MassAh L. The latter also contains the mass of the unphysical Goldstone boson with
a mass of ∼MZ .
The branching ratios of the neutral and charged Higgs bosons can be obtained by calling:
pt.calc_branching_ratios ()
This will save the various branching ratios of the neutral CP-even and CP-odd scalars and
the charged scalars in the objects:
pt.BranchingRatiosh
pt.BranchingRatiosA
pt.BranchingRatiosX
The corresponding decay widths and also the total decay widths are stored in the objects:
pt.Gammash
pt.GammasA
pt.GammasX
These objects are lists of dictionaries for each scalar particle. In the dictionaries, the different
final states are labeled by the keys, and the value corresponding to each key is a NumPy array
in which each index corresponds to a family index of the final state particles (see Tab. 12
in App. B for the definition of each entry). For instance, the branching ratio for the decay
h8 → h1 h2 is saved in pt.BranchingRatiosh[7][’hhh’][0,1].7 It is important to note
that the same decay with the family indices in the final state switched, i.e., h8 → h2 h1, is
saved separately in pt.BranchingRatiosh[7][’hhh’][1,0], so that the full branching ratio
for the decay into this final state is given by the sum. The reason for this definition is that
this allows to calculate the total decay widths by simply summing over all elements of each
array contained in the dictionary corresponding to each particle. The program calculates
the branching ratios using the neutral scalar masses and mixing matrices at the highest loop
level available. It will warn the user during the calculation if only the tree-level spectrum
is used. To avoid these warnings, the user should call calc loop masses before calling
calc branching ratios.
Finally, the collider constraints can be checked by calling HiggsBounds and
HiggsSignals:
from munuSSM.higgsBounds.util import \
check_higgsbounds_higgssignals
check_higgsbounds_higgssignals(pt)
7Note that indices in python start with 0, so that the index 7 selects the particle h8 etc.
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One restriction is that the HiggsBounds libraries can only be called once within a python
session. If one wants to check several benchmark points, one has to initialize them first, save
them in a list, and call the function with this list as argument:
pt_1 = BenchmarkPointFromFile(file=FILENAME_1)
pt_2 = BenchmarkPointFromFile(file=FILENAME_2)
...
pt_N = BenchmarkPointFromFile(file=FILENAME_N)
pts = [pt1 , pt2 , ..., ptN]
check_higgsbounds_higgssignals(pts)
To only obtain the HiggsBounds result, one can call:
from munuSSM.higgsBounds.util import check_higgsbounds
check_higgsbounds(pts)
3.3.1 Example
An example script can be found in the file example.py in the folder example. The source
code of the script is:
from munuSSM.benchmarkPointFromFile import BenchmarkPointFromFile
from munuSSM.higgsBounds.util import check_higgsbounds_higgssignals
FILENAME = "paras.in"
print("Reading parameters from file " + FILENAME)
pt = BenchmarkPointFromFile(file=FILENAME)
print("Calculating loop corrections ...")
pt.calc_loop_masses(momentum_mode =1)
print(
"Checking against collider constraints using " +
"HiggsBounds and HiggsSignals ...")
check_higgsbounds_higgssignals(pt)
print("The masses of the scalars are:")
i = 1
for m in pt.Masshh_2L:
print(" Mh" + str(i) + " = " + str(m.float))
i += 1
print("The masses of the pseudoscalars are:")
i = 1
for m in pt.MassAh_L:
print(" MA" + str(i) + " = " + str(m.float))
i += 1
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print("The masses of the charged scalars are:")
i = 1
for m in pt.MassHpm:
print(" MHpm" + str(i) + " = " + str(m.float))
i += 1
if pt.HiggsBounds[’result ’][0] == 0:
print(" The point is excluded.")
i = 1
for r in pt.HiggsBounds[’result ’][1:]:
if r == 0:
if i <= 8:
print(" Excluded particle: H" + str(i))
elif i <= 15:
print(" Excluded particle: A" + str(i - 8))
else:
print(" Excluded particle: Hpm" + str(i - 15))
print(
" r_obs = " +
str(pt.HiggsBounds[’obsratio ’][i]))
print(
" Number of search channel: " +
str(pt.HiggsBounds[’chan’][i]) +
" (see Key.dat for more info)")
i += 1
else:
print(" The point is allowed.")
ChisqHS = pt.HiggsSignals[’Delta_Chisq ’]
if ChisqHS > 6.18:
print(" No scalar with SM signal rates at ~ 125 GeV.")
else:
print(" A SM -like Higgs boson is present.")
In this script the benchmark point is initialized with the parameter values defined in the
input file paras.in situated in the example folder. Afterwards, the loop-corrected Higgs-
boson masses are calculated. Finally, HiggsBounds and HiggsSignals are called and the
results are printed. For each excluded Higgs boson, the script prints the channel number of
the responsible experimental search and the value obsratio as calculated by HiggsBounds.
In the last step, the script decides whether a SM-like Higgs boson at ∼ 125 GeV is present
based on the value Delta Chisq as calculated by HiggsSignals.
4 Conclusion and outlook
In this paper we present the public code munuSSM: A flexible python package for the phe-
nomenological analysis of the µ-from-ν Supersymmetric Standard Model. The code incor-
porates a calculation of the radiatively corrected Higgs-boson masses. The precision of the
prediction for the SM-like Higgs-boson mass is at a comparable level to the ones of spectrum
generators for the MSSM. This is achieved by a full one-loop renormalization of the Higgs
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potential and consistently supplementing higher-order corrections known from the MSSM via
an interface to the public code FeynHiggs. For obvious reasons, this approach does not cap-
ture effects beyond one-loop level genuine to the µνSSM. For the SM-like Higgs-boson mass,
these contributions are expected to be substantially smaller than the MSSM-like contribu-
tions considered here for phenomenologically viable points. Nevertheless, for an estimate of
the theory uncertainty this fact should be kept in mind.
In addition, the package munuSSM provides a calculation of effective couplings and branch-
ing ratios of the abundant scalars, pseudoscalars and sleptons of the model. Based on these
results, a set of benchmark points can easily be checked against collider constraints from the
Tevatron, LEP and the LHC via a user-friendly interface to the public code HiggsBounds.
Furthermore, the presence in the spectrum of a Higgs boson reproducing the measured signal
rates of the SM Higgs boson at ∼ 125 GeV can be verified via an interface to the public code
HiggsSignals. Since both codes are accessed via their Fortran libraries, they can be uti-
lized to extract other useful quantities which would not be directly accessible via the simpler
command-line or SLHA-file input methods. For instance, we obtain the LHC cross sections
for the neutral scalars as they are derived within HiggsBounds from the effective couplings.
For a better interpretation of the HiggsSignals results, we provide a SM reference χ2 that
can be taken into account when deciding whether a benchmark point is excluded or not.
The package munuSSM is a suitable framework for the implementation of further calcu-
lations and predictions related to the µνSSM. The modular structure of the code permits
its extension without having to know the details of the already available features. In many
cases, basic ingredients for the implementation of new features, such as the couplings and
the mixing matrices, are already available, providing a starting point for the exploration of
other sectors of the model.
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A Example input file
Listing 1: Example input file with random parameter values
# munuSSM SUSY PARAMETERS ###############################
2.0 # TanBe
0.00015 # vL_1
0.00061 # vL_2
0.00049 # vL_3
500.0 # vR_1
500.0 # vR_2
500.0 # vR_3
0.2 # lam_1
0.2 # lam_2
0.2 # lam_3
0.3 # kap_111
0.0 # kap_112
0.0 # kap_113
0.0 # kap_122
0.0 # kap_123
0.0 # kap_133
0.4 # kap_222
0.0 # kap_223
0.0 # kap_233
0.42 # kap_333
0.5e-07 # Yv_11
0.0 # Yv_12
0.0 # Yv_13
0.0 # Yv_21
1.7e-07 # Yv_22
0.0 # Yv_23
0.0 # Yv_31
0.0 # Yv_32
2.252e-08 # Yv_33
# munuSSM SOFT PARAMETERS ###############################
0.0 # ml2_12
0.0 # ml2_13
0.0 # ml2_23
0.0 # mlHd2_1
0.0 # mlHd2_2
0.0 # mlHd2_3
0.0 # mv2_12
0.0 # mv2_13
0.0 # mv2_23
1000000.0 # mq2_11 (Squark flavour mixing not yet included)
1000000.0 # mq2_22
1000000.0 # mq2_33
1000000.0 # mu2_11
1000000.0 # mu2_22
1000000.0 # mu2_33
1000000.0 # md2_11
1000000.0 # md2_22
1000000.0 # md2_33
1000000.0 # me2_11
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0.0 # me2_12
0.0 # me2_13
1000000.0 # me2_22
0.0 # me2_23
1000000.0 # me2_33
-1000.0 # Au_11
-1000.0 # Au_22
-1000.0 # Au_33
-1000.0 # Ad_11
-1000.0 # Ad_22
-1000.0 # Ad_33
-1000.0 # Ae_11
0.0 # Ae_12
0.0 # Ae_13
0.0 # Ae_21
-1000.0 # Ae_22
0.0 # Ae_23
0.0 # Ae_31
0.0 # Ae_32
-1000.0 # Ae_33
-1000.0 # Av_11
0.0 # Av_12
0.0 # Av_13
0.0 # Av_21
-1000.0 # Av_22
0.0 # Av_23
0.0 # Av_31
0.0 # Av_32
-1000.0 # Av_33
200.0 # Alam_1
200.0 # Alam_2
200.0 # Alam_3
-300.0 # Akap_111
0.0 # Akap_112
0.0 # Akap_113
0.0 # Akap_122
0.0 # Akap_123
0.0 # Akap_133
-300.0 # Akap_222
0.0 # Akap_223
0.0 # Akap_233
-300.0 # Akap_333
400.0 # M1
600.0 # M2
2000.0 # M3
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B Return values and class attributes
In the following tables we list the attributes that are set for an instance of the class
BenchmarkPoint and the return values for each method defined in the class. In most cases
the objects listed in the tables are of type NumberQP or ArrayQP, as defined in the module
dataObjects (see Sect. 3). We remind the reader that the values can be obtained in terms of
regular floats or NumPy float arrays by typing a.float if a is of type NumberQP or ArrayQP.
self. init (file)
Delta Value of the UV divergent piece of loop integrals ∆ = 1/εUV
MT POLE Top quark pole mass Mt
MB MB Bottom quark mass at the scale mb(mb)
ScaleFac Renormalization scale in powers of Mt: µR/Mt
DRbarScale Input scale of DR parameters µ0
MW Mass of the W boson MW
MZ Mass of the Z boson MZ
GF Fermi constant GF
AlfaS Strong QCD coupling constant αS(MZ)
MC Charme quark mass mc
MS Strange quark mass ms
MU Up quark mass mu
MD Down quark mass md
ML Tauon mass mτ
MM Muon mass mµ
ME Electron mass me
MT SM-MS top quark mass mMS,SMt (Mt)
MB MSSM-DR bottom quark mass mDR,MSSMb (MS)
TB Ratio of doublet vevs tanβ
vL (3, ) Left-handed sneutrino vevs viL
vR (3, ) Right-handed sneutrino vevs viR
lam (3, ) Superpotential couplings λi
kap (3, 3, 3) Superpotential couplings κijk
Yv (3, 3) Neutrino Yukawa couplings Y νij
mlHd2 (3, ) Soft mass parameters (m2
HdL˜
)i
mq2 (3, 3) Soft mass parameters (m2
Q˜
)ij
mu2 (3, 3) Soft mass parameters (m2u˜)ij
md2 (3, 3) Soft mass parameters (m2
d˜
)ij
me2 (3, 3) Soft mass parameters (m2e˜)ij
Au (3, 3) Soft trilinear parameters Auij
Ad (3, 3) Soft trilinear parameters Adij
Ae (3, 3) Soft trilinear parameters Aeij
Av (3, 3) Soft trilinear parameters Aνij
Alam (3, ) Soft trilinear parameters Aλi
Ak (3, 3, 3) Soft trilinear parameters Aκijk
M1 Gaugino mass parameter M1
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M2 Gaugino mass parameter M2
M3 Gaugino mass parameter M3
CTW Cosine of weak mixing angle cw
STW Sine of weak mixing angle sw
g1 U(1)Y gauge coupling g1
g2 SU(2)L gauge coupling g2
g3 SU(3)c gauge coupling g3
v SM vev v
vd Down-type vev vd
vu Up-type vev vu
Yu (3, 3) Up-type quark Yukawa couplings Y uij
Yd (3, 3) Down-type quark Yukawa couplings Y dij
Ye (3, 3) Charged lepton Yukawa couplings Y eij
Tlam (3, ) Soft trilinear couplings Tλi
Tk (3, 3, 3) Soft trilinear couplings Tκijk
Tu (3, 3) Soft trilinear couplings Tuij
Td (3, 3) Soft trilinear couplings T dij
Te (3, 3) Soft trilinear couplings T eij
Tv (3, 3) Soft trilinear couplings T νij
MuDimSq Squared renormalization scale µ2R
MUE Effective µ parameter: µ = λiviR/
√
2
mHd2 Down-type Higgs mass parameter m2Hd
mHu2 Up-type Higgs mass parameter m2Hu
mv2 (3, 3) Right-handed sneutrino mass parameters (m2ν˜)ij
ml2 (3, 3) Left-handed sneutrino and slepton mass parameters (m2
L˜
)ij
Table 4: Class attributes set for an instance of the class BenchmarkPointFromFile during initialization.
The second column shows the shape of the objects of the type arrayQP. If no shape is shown the object is
of type numberQP.
self.calc tree level spectrum()
MassSt (2, ) Stop masses mt˜i
ZT (2, 2) Stop mixing matrix Z t˜ij
MassSc (2, ) Scalar charme quark masses mc˜i
ZC (2, 2) Scalar charme quark mixing matrix Z c˜ij
MassSu (2, ) Scalar up quark masses mu˜i
ZU (2, 2) Scalar up quark mixing matrix Z u˜ij
MassSb (2, ) Sbottom masses mb˜i
ZB (2, 2) Sbottom mixing matrix Z b˜ij
MassSs (2, ) Scalar strange quark masses ms˜i
ZS (2, 2) Scalar strange quark mixing matrix Z s˜ij
MassSd (2, ) Scalar down quark masses md˜i
ZD (2, 2) Scalar down quark mixing matrix Z d˜ij
Masshh (8, ) Neutral CP-even scalar masses mhi
ZH (8, 8) Neutral CP-even scalar mixing matrix Zhij
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MassAh (8, ) Neutral CP-odd scalar masses mAi (including the Goldstone boson)
ZA (8, 8) Neutral CP-odd scalar mixing matrix ZAij
MassHpm (8, ) Charged scalar masses mH±i
(including the Goldstone boson)
ZP (8, 8) Charged scalar mixing matrix ZH
±
ij
MassCha (5, ) Charged fermion masses mχ±i
ZEL (5, 5) Left-handed charged fermion mixing matrix Z
χ±L
ij
ZER (5, 5) Right-handed charged fermion mixing matrix Z
χ±R
ij
MassChi (10, ) Neutral fermion masses mχ0i
UV Re (10, 10) Real part of the neutral fermion mixing matrix Zχ
0
ij
UV Im (10, 10) Imaginary part of the neutral fermion mixing matrix Zχ
0
ij
Table 5: Class attributes set for an instance of the class BenchmarkPointFromFile by the method
calc tree level spectrum. The second column shows the shape of the objects of the type arrayQP.
self.calc tree level couplings()
hhhh (8, 8, 8, 8) Γhihjhkhl hhh (8, 8, 8) Γhihjhk
AAh (8, 8, 8) ΓAiAjhk AAAA (8, 8, 8, 8) ΓAiAjAkAl
AAhh (8, 8, 8, 8) ΓAiAjhkhl AXX (8, 8, 8) ΓAiH±j H
∓
k
hXX (8, 8, 8) ΓhiH±j H
∓
k
AAXX (8, 8, 8, 8) ΓAiAjH±k H
∓
l
AhXX (8, 8, 8, 8) ΓAihjH±k H
∓
l
XXXX (8, 8, 8, 8) ΓH±i H
∓
j H
±
k H
∓
l
hhXX (8, 8, 8, 8) ΓhihjH±k H
∓
l
ChaChaA1 (5, 5, 8) Γ−
χ±i χ
∓
j Ak
ChaChaA2 (5, 5, 8) Γ+
χ±i χ
∓
j Ak
ChaChah1 (5, 5, 8) Γ−
χ±i χ
∓
j hk
ChaChah2 (5, 5, 8) Γ+
χ±i χ
∓
j hk
ChaChiX1 (5, 10, 8) Γ−
χ±i χ
0
jH
∓
k
ChaChiX2 (5, 10, 8) Γ+
χ±i χ
0
jH
∓
k
ChiChaX1 (10, 5, 8) Γ−
χ0iχ
∓
j H
±
k
ChiChaX2 (10, 5, 8) Γ+
χ0iχ
∓
j H
±
k
ChiChiA1 (10, 10, 8) Γ−
χ0iχ
0
jAk
ChiChiA2 (10, 10, 8) Γ+
χ0iχ
0
jAk
ChiChih1 (10, 10, 8) Γ−
χ0iχ
0
jhk
ChiChih2 (10, 10, 8) Γ+
χ0iχ
0
jhk
ChaChay1 (5, 5) Γ−
χ±i χ
∓
j γ
ChaChay2 (5, 5) Γ+
χ±i χ
∓
j γ
ChaChaZ1 (5, 5) Γ−
χ±i χ
∓
j Z
ChaChaZ2 (5, 5) Γ+
χ±i χ
∓
j Z
ChaChiW1 (5, 10) Γ−
χ±i χ
0
jW
∓ ChaChiW2 (5, 10) Γ
+
χ±i χ
0
jW
∓
ChiChaW1 (10, 5) Γ−
χ0iχ
∓
j W
± ChiChaW2 (10, 5) Γ
+
χ0iχ
±
j W
±
ChiChiZ1 (10, 10) Γ−
χ0iχ
0
jZ
ChiChiZ2 (10, 10) Γ+
χ0iχ
0
jZ
ASbSb (8, 2, 2) 2Γ
Aib˜j b˜k
ASsSs (8, 2, 2) 2ΓAis˜j s˜k
ASdSd (8, 2, 2) 2Γ
Aid˜j d˜k
AStSt (8, 2, 2) 2Γ
Ai t˜j t˜k
AScSc (8, 2, 2) 2ΓAic˜j c˜k ASuSu (8, 2, 2) 2ΓAiu˜j u˜k
hSbSb (8, 2, 2) 12Γ
hib˜j b˜k
hSsSs (8, 2, 2) 12Γhis˜j s˜k
hSdSd (8, 2, 2) 12Γ
hid˜j d˜k
hStSt (8, 2, 2) 12Γ
hi t˜j t˜k
hScSc (8, 2, 2) 12Γhic˜j c˜k hSuSu (8, 2, 2) 12Γhiu˜j u˜k
AASbSb (8, 8, 2, 2) 12Γ
AiAj b˜k b˜l
AASsSs (8, 8, 2, 2) 12ΓAiAj s˜k s˜l
AASdSd (8, 8, 2, 2) 12Γ
AiAj d˜kd˜l
AAStSt (8, 8, 2, 2) 12Γ
AiAj t˜k t˜l
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AAScSc (8, 8, 2, 2) 12ΓAiAj c˜k c˜l AASuSu (8, 8, 2, 2) 12ΓAiAj u˜ku˜l
hhSbSb (8, 8, 2, 2) 12Γ
hihj b˜k b˜l
hhSsSs (8, 8, 2, 2) 12Γhihj s˜k s˜l
hhSdSd (8, 8, 2, 2) 12Γ
hihj d˜kd˜l
hhStSt (8, 8, 2, 2) 12Γ
hihj t˜k t˜l
hhScSc (8, 8, 2, 2) 12Γhihj c˜k c˜l hhSuSu (8, 8, 2, 2) 12Γhihj u˜ku˜l
XXZ (8, 8) ΓH±i H
∓
j Z
XXy (8, 8) ΓH±i H
∓
j γ
XXZZ (8, 8) ΓH±i H
∓
j ZZ
XXyZ (8, 8) ΓH±i H
∓
j γZ
XStSb (8, 2, 2) 4Γ
H±i t˜j b˜k
XScSs (8, 2, 2) 4ΓH±i c˜j s˜k
XSuSd (8, 2, 2) 4ΓH±i u˜j d˜j
Table 6: Class attributes set for an instance of the class BenchmarkPointFromFile by the method
calc tree level couplings. The name of each attribute is given by cpl [1] [2] with [1] being the
string given in the first column and [2] being Re for the real part and Im for the imaginary part of the cou-
plings. The second column shows the shape of the objects of the type arrayQP. The couplings of fermions
to scalars are decomposed as Γ = Γ−ω− + Γ+ω+ with ω± = (1± γ5)/2. The couplings of fermions to vector
bosons are decomposed as Γµ = Γ
−γµω− + Γ+γµω+.
self.calc one loop counterterms()
dZhh (8, 8) Field renormalization counterterms δZhihj
dZAA (8, 8) Field renormalization counterterms δZAiAj
dTphi Re (8, ) Real part of the tadpole counterterms in the gauge basis Re(δTφi)
dTphi Im (8, ) Imaginary part of the tadpole counterterms in the gauge basis Im(δTφi)
dMW2 W -boson mass counterterm δM2W
dMZ2 Z-boson mass counterterm δM2Z
dmlHd2 (3, ) Soft mass parameter counterterms (δm2
HdL˜
)i
dml2Sum12 Soft mass parameter counterterm δ(m2
L˜
)12
dml2Sum13 Soft mass parameter counterterm δ(m2
L˜
)13
dml2Sum23 Soft mass parameter counterterm δ(m2
L˜
)23
dmv2Sum12 Soft mass parameter counterterm δ(m2ν˜)12
dmv2Sum13 Soft mass parameter counterterm δ(m2ν˜)13
dmv2Sum23 Soft mass parameter counterterm δ(m2ν˜)23
dvL2 (3, ) Vev counterterms δv2iL
dvR2 (3, ) Vev counterterms δv2iR
dv2 Vev counterterm δv2
dTanBe Parameter counterterm δ tanβ
dlam (3, ) Superpotential parameter counterterms δλi
dkap (3, 3, 3) Superpotential parameter counterterms δκijk
dYv (3, 3) Superpotential parameter counterterms δY νij
dTlam (3, ) Soft parameter counterterms δTλi
dTk (3, 3, 3) Soft parameter counterterms δTκijk
dM1 Gaugino mass parameter counterterm δM1
dM2 Gaugino mass parameter counterterm δM2
dM2phiphi Re (8, 8) Real part of neutral CP-even scalar mass matrix counterterms in gauge
basis Re(δM2φiφj )
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dM2phiphi Im (8, 8) Imaginary part of neutral CP-even scalar mass matrix counterterms in
gauge basis Im(δM2φiφj )
dM2sigsig Re (8, 8) Real part of neutral CP-odd scalar mass matrix counterterms in gauge
basis Re(δM2σiσj )
dM2sigsig Im (8, 8) Imaginary part of neutral CP-odd scalar mass matrix counterterms in
gauge basis Im(δM2σiσj )
dM2hh Re (8, 8) Real part of neutral CP-even scalar mass matrix counterterms in tree-
level mass eigenstate basis Re(δM2hihj )
dM2hh Im (8, 8) Imaginary part of neutral CP-even scalar mass matrix counterterms in
tree-level mass eigenstate basis Im(δM2hihj )
dM2AA Re (8, 8) Real part of neutral CP-odd scalar mass matrix counterterms in tree-
level mass eigenstate basis Re(δM2AiAj )
dM2AA Im (8, 8) Imaginary part of neutral CP-odd scalar mass matrix counterterms in
tree-level mass eigenstate basis Im(δM2AiAj )
Table 7: Class attributes set for an instance of the class BenchmarkPointFromFile by the method
calc one loop counterterms. The second column shows the shape of the objects of the type arrayQP.
If no shape is shown the object is of the type numberQP. The counterterms are calculated including the UV
divergent piece proportional to ∆ = 1/εUV (see Tab. 4) The exact definitions of the counterterms can be
found in Ref. [4].
self.calc one loop self energies(even,odd,p2 Re,p2 Im)
hhSERen Re (8, 8) Real part of renormalized one-loop neutral CP-even self energies
Re(Σˆhihj (p
2)) with Re(p2) given as p2 Re and Im(p2) given as p2 Im
hhSERen Im (8, 8) See above, but the imaginary part Im(Σˆhihj (p
2))
AASERen Re (8, 8) Real part of renormalized one-loop neutral CP-odd self energies
Re(ΣˆAiAj (p
2)) with Re(p2) given as p2 Re and Im(p2) given as p2 Im
AASERen Im (8, 8) See above, but the imaginary part Im(Σˆhihj (p
2))
Table 8: The method calc one loop self energies of the class BenchmarkPointFromFile returns the
values of the renormalized neutral scalar one-loop self energies at the given momentum. The returned object
is a dictionary with the keys given in the first column. The first two keys are present if even=1 is chosen
and the latter two keys are present if odd=1 is chosen. The values belonging to each key are objects of type
arrayQP with the shape given in the second column.
self.calc two loop self energies(p2 Re,p2 Im)
hhSERen Re (8, 8) Real part of renormalized neutral CP-even self energies including cor-
rections beyon one-loop level Re(Σˆhihj (p
2)) with Re(p2) given as p2 Re
and Im(p2) given as p2 Im
hhSERen Im (8, 8) See above, but the imaginary part Im(Σˆhihj (p
2))
Table 9: The method calc two loop self energies of the class BenchmarkPointFromFile returns the val-
ues of the renormalized neutral scalar self energies at the given momentum including higher-order corrections
beyond one-loop level. The returned object is a dictionary with the keys given in the first column. The
values belonging to each key are objects of type arrayQP with the shape given in the second column.
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self.calc loop masses(even=2,odd=1,accu=1.e-5,momentum mode=1)
Masshh L (8, ) Loop-corrected CP-even scalar masses at one-loop level m
(1)
hi
ZH L Re (8, 8) Real part of loop-corrected CP-even scalar mixing matrix at one-loop
level Re(Z
h,(1)
ij )
ZH L Im (8, 8) Imaginary part of loop-corrected CP-even scalar mixing matrix at one-
loop level Im(Z
h,(1)
ij )
Masshh 2L (8, ) Loop-corrected CP-even scalar masses including one-loop and higher-
order corrections m
(2′)
hi
ZH 2L Re (8, 8) Real part of loop-corrected CP-even scalar mixing matrix including one-
loop and higher-order corrections Re(Z
h,(2′)
ij )
ZH L Im (8, 8) Imaginary part of loop-corrected CP-even scalar mixing matrix includ-
ing one-loop and higher-order corrections Im(Z
h,(2′)
ij )
MassAh L (8, ) Loop-corrected CP-odd scalar masses at one-loop level m
(1)
Ai
(including
the goldstone boson)
ZA L Re (8, 8) Real part of loop-corrected CP-odd scalar mixing matrix at one-loop
level Re(Z
A,(1)
ij )
ZA L Im (8, 8) Imaginary part of loop-corrected CP-odd scalar mixing matrix at one-
loop level Im(Z
A,(1)
ij )
Table 10: The method calc loop masses calculates the loop-corrected neutral scalar spectrum. For even=1
the attributes Masshh L, ZH L Re and ZH L Im are set. For even=2 the attributes Masshh 2L Re, ZH 2L Re
and ZH 2L Im are set. For odd=1 the attributes MassAh L, ZA L Re and ZA L Im are set. The values of each
attribute are objects of type arrayQP with the shape given in the second column.
self.calc effective couplings()
ScalarCpls.chuu (8, ) chiuu¯
ScalarCpls.chdd (8, ) chidd¯
ScalarCpls.chbb (8, ) chibb¯
ScalarCpls.chll (8, ) chill¯
ScalarCpls.chtautau (8, ) chiττ¯
ScalarCpls.chVV (8, ) chiV V
ScalarCpls.chgg (8, ) chigg
ScalarCpls.chyy (8, ) chiγγ
ScalarCpls.chAZ (8, 8) chiAjZ
Scalarcpls.chXW (8, 8) chiH±j W∓
PseudoscalarCpls.cAuu (8, ) cAiuu¯
PseudoscalarCpls.cAdd (8, ) cAidd¯
PseudoscalarCpls.cAbb (8, ) cAibb¯
PseudoscalarCpls.cAll (8, ) cAill¯
PseudoscalarCpls.cAtautau (8, ) cAiττ¯
PseudoscalarCpls.cAVV (8, ) cAiV V
PseudoscalarCpls.cAgg (8, ) cAigg
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PseudoscalarCpls.cAyy (8, ) cAiγγ
Pseudocalarcpls.cAXW (8, 8) cAiH±j W∓
Table 11: The method calc effective couplings calculates the effective coupling coefficients, i.e., the
couplings normalized to the SM prediction, for the neutral scalars. The couplings between hiAjZ, hiH
±
j W
∓
and AiH
±W∓ do not have an analogue in the SM. Instead, chiAjZ is given in factors of e/(2swcw),
and chiH±j W∓
and cAiH±j W∓
in factors of e/(2sw). The objects ScalarCpls and PseudoscalarCpls
are set as attributes of the instance of BenchmarkPointFromFile. They are themselves instances
of the classes Scalars and Pseudoscalars defined in the modules scalars and pseudoscalars of
the subpackage effectiveCouplings. Thus, the first column shows the attributes of the instance of
BenchmarkPointFromFile. They are NumPy arrays containing floats, with the shape given in the second
column.
self.calc branching ratios()
Gammash[i] hChiChi (10, 10) Γ(hi → χ0jχ0k)
hChaCha (5, 5) Γ(hi → χ±j χ∓k )
hbb Γ(hi → bb¯)
htt Γ(hi → tt¯)
hcc Γ(hi → cc¯)
hss Γ(hi → ss¯)
hgg Γ(hi → gg)
hyy Γ(hi → γγ)
hZZ Γ(hi → ZZ)
hWW Γ(hi →W±W∓)
hhh (8, 8) Γ(hi → hjhk)
hAA (7, 7) Γ(hi → AjAk)
hAZ (7, ) Γ(hi → AjZ)
hXW (7, 2) Γ(hi → H±,∓j W±,∓)
hXX (7, 7) Γ(hi → H±j H∓k )
hStSt (2, 2) Γ(hi → t˜j˜¯tk)
hScSc (2, 2) Γ(hi → c˜j˜¯ck)
hSuSu (2, 2) Γ(hi → u˜j ˜¯uk)
hSbSb (2, 2) Γ(hi → b˜j˜¯bk)
hSsSs (2, 2) Γ(hi → s˜j˜¯sk)
hSdSd (2, 2) Γ(hi → d˜j˜¯dk)
Tot ΓTothi
BranchingRatiosh[i] hChiChi (10, 10) Br(hi → χ0jχ0k)
hChaCha (5, 5) Br(hi → χ±j χ∓k )
hbb Br(hi → bb¯)
htt Br(hi → tt¯)
hcc Br(hi → cc¯)
hss Br(hi → ss¯)
hgg Br(hi → gg)
hyy Br(hi → γγ)
hZZ Br(hi → ZZ)
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hWW Br(hi →W±W∓)
hhh (8, 8) Br(hi → hjhk)
hAA (7, 7) Br(hi → AjAk)
hAZ (7, ) Br(hi → AjZ)
hXW (7, 2) Br(hi → H±,∓j W±,∓)
hXX (7, 7) Br(hi → H±j H∓k )
hStSt (2, 2) Br(hi → t˜j˜¯tk)
hScSc (2, 2) Br(hi → c˜j˜¯ck)
hSuSu (2, 2) Br(hi → u˜j ˜¯uk)
hSbSb (2, 2) Br(hi → b˜j˜¯bk)
hSsSs (2, 2) Br(hi → s˜j˜¯sk)
hSdSd (2, 2) Br(hi → d˜j˜¯dk)
GammasA[i] AChiChi (10, 10) Γ(Ai → χ0jχ0k)
AChaCha (5, 5) Γ(Ai → χ±j χ∓k )
Abb Γ(Ai → bb¯)
Att Γ(Ai → tt¯)
Acc Γ(Ai → cc¯)
Ass Γ(Ai → ss¯)
Agg Γ(Ai → gg)
Ayy Γ(Ai → γγ)
AAh (7, 8) Γ(Ai → Ajhk)
AhZ (8, ) Γ(Ai → hhZ)
AXW (7, 2) Γ(Ai → H±,∓j W±,∓)
AXX (7, 7) Γ(Ai → H±j H∓k )
AStSt (2, 2) Γ(Ai → t˜j˜¯tk)
AScSc (2, 2) Γ(Ai → c˜j˜¯ck)
ASuSu (2, 2) Γ(Ai → u˜j ˜¯uk)
ASbSb (2, 2) Γ(Ai → b˜j˜¯bk)
ASsSs (2, 2) Γ(Ai → s˜j˜¯sk)
ASdSd (2, 2) Γ(Ai → d˜j˜¯dk)
Tot ΓTotAi
BranchingRatiosA[i] AChiChi (10, 10) Br(Ai → χ0jχ0k)
AChaCha (5, 5) Br(Ai → χ±j χ∓k )
Abb Br(Ai → bb¯)
Att Br(Ai → tt¯)
Acc Br(Ai → cc¯)
Ass Br(Ai → ss¯)
Agg Br(Ai → gg)
Ayy Br(Ai → γγ)
AAh (7, 8) Br(Ai → Ajhk)
AhZ (8, ) Br(Ai → hhZ)
AXW (7, 2) Br(Ai → H±,∓j W±,∓)
AXX (7, 7) Br(Ai → H±j H∓k )
AStSt (2, 2) Br(Ai → t˜j˜¯tk)
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AScSc (2, 2) Br(Ai → c˜j˜¯ck)
ASuSu (2, 2) Br(Ai → u˜j ˜¯uk)
ASbSb (2, 2) Br(Ai → b˜j˜¯bk)
ASsSs (2, 2) Br(Ai → s˜j˜¯sk)
ASdSd (2, 2) Br(Ai → d˜j˜¯dk)
GammasX[i] XhX (8, 7) Γ(H±i → hjH±k )
XAX (7, 7) Γ(H±i → AjH±k )
XStSb (2, 2) Γ(H±i → t˜j˜¯bk)
XScSs (2, 2) Γ(H±i → c˜j˜¯sk)
XSuSd (2, 2) Γ(H±i → u˜j˜¯dk)
XhW (8, ) Γ(H±i → hjW±)
XAW (7, ) Γ(H±i → AjW±)
XChaChi (5, 10) Γ(H±i → χ±j χ0k)
Xtb Γ(H±i → tb¯)
Xcs Γ(H±i → cs¯)
Tot ΓTot
H±i
Table 12: The method calc branching ratios calculates the decay widths and the branching ratios of
the neutral and charged scalars. The results are set as attributes Gammah, BranchingRatioh, GammaA,
BranchingRatioA, GammaX and BranchingRatiosX, which are lists of dictionaries, to the instance of the
class BenchmarkPointFromFile. Each dictionary contains the decay widths or branching ratios of a particle
hi, Ai or H
±
i , where i = 1, 8 for the CP-even scalars and i = 1, 7 for the pseudoscalars and the charged
scalars. The different final states of the decays as given in the fourth column correspond to the key values
of the dictionaries given in the second column. The values corresponding to each key are floats if no shape
is shown in the third column, and NumPy arrays with the given shape otherwise.
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